D360 v10.5
Faster Time to Insight
Self-Service Informatics Platform for Data Design, Access,
and Analysis for Small Molecules and Biologics
Increasingly, therapeutic projects employ biologic modalities such as antibodies, peptides, proteins,
antibody-drug conjugates, and oligonucleotides as potential therapeutic agents. The representation
of these entities and the research processes required to test them for medicinal application
vary widely. D360 v10.5 is the start of a major initiative to provide additional visualization and
analysis tools to improve research decision-making outside the small molecule realm. In addition,
D360 v10.5 adds new, modality-independent capabilities for multi-parameter optimization,
enhancements to workflow and usability, and upgraded visualization tools.

Searchability of HELM

Enhancements to
Support Biologics
This release of D360
focuses on the use of
HELM nomenclature
and oligonucleotide
sequences, including:

In this latest release of D360, HELM notation can be configured as a searchable data field, and
standard text operators can be employed to constrain searches to retrieve data records with specific
HELM notation strings and focus data analysis on a subset of entities of interest.

• Searching of
oligonucleotides
by composition and
similarity

Search HELM notation using text operators.

• Oligonucleotide
sequence rendering
and formatting
• Filtering of oligonucleotide sequence
by composition and
similarity
• Sequence similarity
equation function
• Modality-specific
QuickViewers
• Support for using the
BIOVIA Pipeline Pilot
renderer
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HELM rendering
In a dataset, retrieved HELM is rendered to represent the macromolecule “structure.” HELM
rendering can be used in spreadsheets, forms and the D360 grid viewer.
Display peptides (Form, Grid
and Spreadsheet views) from
ChEMBL alongside associated
assay data.

Searchability of
Oligonucleotide
Sequences
Oligonucleotide sequences
can be configured with one
or more searchable data
fields that can represent
different oligonucleotide
sub-sequences.
• Standard text operators
can be employed to
constrain searches to
retrieve oligonucleotides
with specific sequence
elements
• Similarity searching
uses the Minimum
Edit Distance metric
(Levenshtein distance)
which calculates the
minimum number of
single monomer edits
required to convert one
sequence to a reference
sequence

Oligonucleotide sequence support
Oligonucleotides represent a key class of biologic modality used in medicinal research. D360 v10.5
provides capabilities for improved understanding of the relationship between the composition of
oligonucleotides and their biological profile with search, representation, filtering and similarity
calculations on oligonucleotides represented either by a single sequence (base) or by multiple
related sub-sequences.
Oligonucleotide Representation and Formatting
It is necessary to treat oligonucleotides as special representations of data to ensure that alignment
and formatting of the sequences are scientifically appropriate. D360 v10.5 provides abilities to
display oligonucleotide sequences and sub-sequences and to format those sequences based on
their own composition or the composition of a related sub-sequence at aligned positions.

Formatting of oligonucleotide
sequences allows sequence
activity relationships to be
uncovered.

Formatted by color and capitalization:
backbone sequence and sugar sequence data
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Formatted by color:
sequence composition
www.certara.com

Multi-parameter optimization

Multi-parameter scoring allows:

The key difficulty in any therapeutic program is the ability of
scientists to modify the candidate substances they are developing
to generate the biological profile that is expected to lead to a new
medicine. By providing a flexible scoring function that can take all
relevant parameters into account and balance them against each
other, the best candidates with a desirable property profile can be
identified more quickly and effectively.

• Inclusion of multiple experimental, calculated properties in the
scoring function
• The selection of 8 possible scoring function types including
4 general functions and 2 transitions between good/bad
property values—linear or hyperbolic
• Weighting of scoring function elements
• Choice of how to score when data values are missing

Multi-parameter scoring allows candidate medicines to be scored according to all-important properties that affect the likelihood
of becoming a valuable therapeutic agent.

Sorted by primary activity:
top compounds have poor profile
(many bad/red values)

User workflow and usability
With any scientific software, users often struggle with a balance
between the power and capabilities of the software compared
with its ease of use. Feedback from thousands of users has
informed our workflow and usability enhancements that
allow scientists to focus on the data and science rather than
on the software.

Sorted by muti-parameter score:
top compounds have a desirable overall profile
(many desirable/green values)

• Data record tagging for simple editing of editable data and
annotations
• Last author and update date available for all annotations
• Remembering of Export settings
• Ability to save D360 datasets to the file system
• Auto-size for spreadsheet rows and scrollable spreadsheet cells
• List filter with contains operator for each list item
• Equation functions operate on multi-value per cell data
• Support for wildcards (* and ?) in text searches
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Data visualization

• Legend in R-Group matrix

Research driven decisions require scientists to not only access
data but also to understand the meaning of data in a therapeutic
context with the ability to visualize trends and their relationship
to the structures being tested. In D360 v10.5, we continue to
upgrade visualizations, and the R-Group matrix visualizer has
been enhanced in both its capability and usability to allow for
more rapid understanding of structure activity relationships,
which leads to improved decisions on project direction.

• Improved matrix structure rendering, scaling, and panning
• Ability to sort on axes by R-Group and molecular properties
• Drag and drop of R-Groups on axes
• User control over jitter in R-Group matrix
• Additional information on numbers of structures represented
• Zoom and pan for scatterplots and line charts

Legend

R-Groups that
contribute to
improved activity
closest to the origin

R-Groups ordered
by increasing
average primary
activity

Zoom/pan bars

In D360 v10.5, we have eliminated the complexity of the dialog-based workflow; on requesting an R-Group matrix,
a default R-Group matrix is automatically displayed. Adjustments can be made to the R-Group Matrix via simple axis
controls or through the chart properties interface.
Contact us today to learn how D360 can accelerate and optimize your research decisions.

About Certara
Certara is a leading provider of decision support technology and consulting services for optimizing drug
development and improving health outcomes. Certara’s solutions, which span the drug development and
patient care lifecycle, help increase the probability of regulatory and commercial success by using the most
scientifically advanced modeling and simulation technologies and regulatory strategies. Its clients include
hundreds of global biopharmaceutical companies, leading academic institutions and key regulatory agencies.
For more information visit www.certara.com or email sales@certara.com.
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